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, is our new outdoor concept,
developed following our guidelines
for design and quality. The product
development combined with the
specialized production results in a
highly qualified product.

Made in Spain

OUTDOORFEELING

SALI NAS

modular

sofa

is

inspired

by

the

borders of the Med iterranean coast. Located in
Al icante, Sal inas de Santa Pola natural park is
a place full of contrasts . The shapes of th is sofa
take as reference the changing landscape. The
seat emphasizes the tranqu il ity and l inearity
of the water, giving a feel ing of stillness,
spaciousness and rest, wh ile the backrest
breaks with th is homogeneity, l ike sudden
mounta ins of salt in the landscape. The shape
of its profile is inspired by the sinuosity of the
beautiful an imal that inhabits these places,
the flam ingo.

Flexible three-size module system,
which can be configured with or

SALINAS
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without backrests.

Design
Santiago Sevillano
2019, Valencia
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SOFA

SOFA

SAL I NAS

This collection of modular sofas has been designed by Santiago Sevillano, its structure is completely made of stainless steel.
Its main feature is its flexible system of modules in three sizes, which can be configured with or without backrests and allow
a wide range of combinations. The upholstery is removable and the interiors are protected by a water-repellent polyester
covering.
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Stool
with cushion
A product designed to give maximum
comfort and functionality.

Canasta is a multipurpose stool for interior
and

exterior

form ing

the

use.

Made

squares

from

that

steel

generates

bars,
the

perfect ergonom ically perfect seat shell . The
stool has pyram id shaped legs attached to
the shell with specially designed fittings . I n
add ition the Canasta stool offers the option of
add ing a seat cush ion or alternatively a fully

CANASTA
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upholstered seat shell .

Design
Yonoh Studio
2019, Valencia

The upholstery of the Canasta stool follows
the shape of the shell structure l ike a skin ,
add ing elegance and sensual ity to the
product.

Stool
with cover

NANSA
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Design
Santiago Sevillano
2019, Valencia
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Nansa
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Stool

H-65 stool designed by Santiago Sevillano. With its frame made
entirely of aluminium, it has a high lightness. Removable fabric,
interior made of water-permeable polyurethane foam (Dry Feel)
and polyester fibre inside.

NAO

Design
Javier Herrero
2019, Valencia

Lounger designed by Javier Herrero, made of stainless steel
(structure) and aluminium (seat and backrest). Removable fabric.
The cushion interior is protected by water-repellent polyester
cover. It is stackable.

30 cm
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Lounger without wheels

200 cm

76 cm

Lounger with wheels designed by Javier Herrero, made of
stainless steel (structure) and aluminium (seat and backrest).
Removable fabric. The cushion interior is protected by waterrepellent polyester cover. It is stackable.

30 cm
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Lounger with wheels

200 cm

81,6 cm
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FINISHES
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Metals

Ceramics

The company’s constant research in the emerging technologies and materials is crucial to create a high quality outdoor product that is able
to withstand adverse weather conditions. This research has led us to use two types of metals for all Musola products:
1. STAINLESS STEEL (304 alloy):
Stainless steel is a steel alloy with a minimum of 10.5% chromium content by mass. Stainless steels contain sufficient chromium to undergo
passivation, spontaneously forming a microscopically thin inert surface film of chromium oxide. This passive film prevents further corrosion.
This alloy contains 18% chromium and 8% nickel. The stainless steel alloys 304 are a part of the austenitic stainless steels. Its excellent

The TECH CERAMIC, COOL CERAMIC, AVANT-GARDE CERAMIC and DREAM CERAMIC collections presents innovative high-quality product,

properties make them ideal for outdoor use.

comprised of two laminated parts; the glass base and the porcelain surface. All offering unique technical properties: resistant to high
temperatures; resistant to chemical products; resistant to wear, scratching and abrasion; hygienic and stainresistant surface; waterproof and

2. ALUMINIUM (6063 alloy):
Aluminium is a malleable metal, flexible and highly light. The combination of its resistance to corrosion and its lightness becomes it in a perfect
material for outdoor use.
This grade is commonly referred to as the architectural alloy. It was developed as an extrusion alloy with relatively high tensile properties,
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excellent finishing characteristics and a high degree of resistance to corrosion.

resistant to liquids. In addition, they are environmentally friendly.

OUTDOORFEELING

Fabrics

The Upholstery Fabrics collection is inspired by the

5 - No loss of color.

founding values of the Sunbrella brand: design

With long-lasting color-fastness and UV protec-

and performance. The collection comes in a rich

tion, Sunbrella fabrics are engineered to withs-

array of colors, patterns and textures. From beau-

tand the sun.

tiful basics to sophisticated jacquards, each fabric

6 - Machine wash in cold water on the delicate

was developed to reflect a unique identity. Sun-

cycle with normal amounts of mild laundry de-

brella Upholstery fabrics are as versatile indoors

tergent.

as out due to the following properties:

7 - Breathable.
Sunbrella fabrics give a perfect balance between

1 - Colored to the core.

breathable and water and stain repellent.

Sunbrella fibers are steeped in top quality dyes

8 - Mold and Mildew resistant.

during the actual manufacturing process, when

All Sunbrella fabrics are engineered to resist mold

the acrylic is still liquid. As a result, Sunbrella yarn

and mildew.

is colored all the way to the core so its original

9 - UV and Fade resistant.

vibrancy lasts on and on.

Sunbrella fibers are saturated to the core with hi-

2 - Repels liquids and dirty.

ghly UV-stable pigments, making Sunbrella fabrics

Sunbrella fabrics are treated with a proprietary

resistant to fading and the degrading effects of

water and stain repellent finish that is designed to

sunlight.

last for several years

10 - Sunbrella is the only indoor/outdoor brand

3 - Easy to clean, even using bleach.

present on all continents.

You can remove all kind of stains like Ketchup,

For more than fifty years, Sunbrella fabrics have

Chocolate, pen ink, oil, soya, wine... even gum; wi-

been leading the way for the entire technical tex-

thout fading.

tiles industry with ongoing innovations. Buyers all

4 - Smooth, warm and comfortable.

across the globe recognize their qualities.
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11 - Soft, welcoming fabrics.

Water and Stain
repellent

Bleach cleanable

Breathable
comfort

Sun protection

Mold and Mildew
resistant

UV and Fade
resistant
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